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Abstract—In the information era, microprocessor-based devices 
are being incorporated into human environment facilitating the 
human-machine relationship. Recently released credit card-sized 
computers are being used in internet of things (IoT) platforms 
originated from ubiquitous computing concepts. In the modern 
power system, ubiquitous computing systems can be configured to 
facilitate the transfer of energy by supporting various smart grid 
applications at the grid edge. Using such distributed 
computational resources is not trivial considering that the 
traditional power system energy management technology is mostly 
centralized. The use of the IoT technology requires interfacing of 
the distributed computational resources with the legacy 
centralized resources where microprocessor-based IoT nodes are 
interfaced to the advanced distribution management system and 
perform the distribution automation functions. This paper 
demonstrates how such devices are modeled by harmonizing IEC 
61970/61968 and 61850 standards over a multi-tier computational 
model. The performed tests analyze the message flow of the fully 
automated procedures for fault location, isolation and service 
restoration applications. 
 

Index Terms—Advanced Distribution Management System, 
Distribution Network Operation, Internet of Things, 
Microprocessor-based IoT node. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The internet of things (IoT) concept comes from the 

ubiquitous computing initially envisioned by Weiser, 1991 that 
realized the intense integration among computers and natural 
human environment allowing the computers to be an 
indispensable background [1]. Around thirty years later, the 
mobile phone in hands of great portion of Earth’s population 
provides increasing amounts of computing, sensing and 
communication capabilities, representing the most successful 
example of ubiquitous system. The cellular communication 
technology has also contributed to the implementation of smart 
grid applications, which eventually led to the use of IoT [2]. 

The IoT technology has been applied in several industrial 
sectors such as retail, healthcare, transportation, etc. [3]. In the 
energy management sector, for instance, home energy 
management system (HEMS) is optimizing the residential 
energy consumption and production by combining software 

 
 
 

tools, home-area network and energy sensors [4]. The energy 
management system (EMS) is integrating advanced metering, 
information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) 
to allow the real-time, or near real-time data feeds to a wide 
range of equipment to reduce operating costs and increase 
reliability and productivity [5]. Moving the SCADA 
(supervisory control and data acquisition) to the cloud may lead 
to potential savings due to reduced setup time and technical 
staff to manage software and hardware [6]. 

The centralization through cloud computing provides 
consolidated resources and management but, at the same time, 
has weakness because limited communication capabilities with 
the devices near the process environment. Multi-tier computing 
networks can overcome these challenges [7]. In [8], the 
distribution automation is achieved by an IoT based SCADA 
integrated with fog computing as bridge between IoT node 
devices and the cloud. The distribution automation is divided in 
three sensing areas: smart meters; feeder sensors; and 
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), using 3G/4G/5G and 
6LowPAN communications. The use of plug-and-play 
equipment over cloud-based SCADA should lead to the 
implementation of smart grid applications, like self-healing 
schemes, as ubiquitous system. Some challenges are yet to be 
overcome, for example, the communication protocol running in 
the control center is different from the ones used in the 
substation and/or feeder automation [9]. 

The IEC standard 61850 covers the general communication 
to and from IEDs inside and outside of substations. The IEC 
common information model (CIM), which is described in a set 
of three standards, namely IEC 61970, 61968, and 62325, 
provides data model for the energy management system (EMS). 
Both 61850 and CIM are essential for smart grid deployment 
where the connections between the CIM, utilized in EMS, and 
IEC 61850, primarily utilized in substations, are established 
[10]. This benefits control center applications by facilitating 
access to IEC 61850 model and data items through the CIM. 
The models from CIM and IEC 61850 can be integrated with 
the domain specific proprietary models and, by deploying 
microgrid control system solution, the abstract models can be 
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communicated between nodes to support the plug-and-play 
ability of the controllers [11]. 

The contribution of this paper includes the harmonization 
solution for the interaction between CIM and IEC 61850 to 
enable IoT capabilities in smart grid applications. The modeling 
concept shows how the IoT-based distribution network 
operation utilizing logical models over more semantic 
languages makes autonomous algorithms feasible. The concept 
illustrates how the system architecture with IoT node devices 
dispersed along the distribution network must be implemented 
to take advantage of timing measurements on the fully 
automated procedures of the fault location, isolation and service 
restoration operation (FLISR), or self-healing. 

II. INTERFACING IOT NODES IN SMART GRIDS 
The ubiquitous system and open hardware platform provide 

more flexibility when implementing smart grid applications. 
The cybersecurity and interoperability arise as an imminent 
challenge [12]. The use of IoT system standards with multi-tier 
computing model is a way to overcome these challenges. 

A. Integrated Environment of Network Operations 
The integrated environment is supported by IEC 61850 and 

IEC 61970/61968 standards that are recognized as essential 
resources in the integration of distribution network operations 
and smart grid realization [13]. In this paper, a step further is 
made to advance the interoperability between the utility 
datacenter services with near-to-energy-process devices by 
deploying the IoT node device model in the integrated 
environment of network operation, as depicted in Fig. 1. 

The environment with SCADA, outage management system 
(OMS) and distribution management system (DMS) integrated 
as a network operation service, i.e., a web service that 
exchanges information using the enterprise service bus (ESB), 
depends on the harmonization solution between CIM and IEC 
61850. The direct data exchange with ESB involves 
standardized interfaces and shaping the message structure in 

order to be CIM compliant. ESB messages are constructed 
using XML scheme (XSD) through defined information 
exchange by the standardized interfaces. The harmonization 
between CIM and IEC 61850 should thus allow the direct 
exchange of data with standardized interfaces via the IoT 
communication protocol. 

B. MQTT Protocol and Broker Service 
MQTT is a broker-based protocol. The MQTT broker, also 

commonly referred as a server, can be hosted locally or through 
a cloud-based service. In the broker system, a publisher posts a 
message to the broker which then passes that message on to any 
client subscribed to the topic specified by the publisher. These 
topics can be narrowed down in scope so that a user can be 
subscribed to a specific subtopic. Figure 2 shows a simple 
illustration of this publish/subscribe model. In a real-world 
scenario with IoT node device scattered across heterogeneous 
networks, the advanced DMS (ADMS) should at least know the 
master resource identifier (mRID) or name of the IoT node 
device to which it is sending a message. When IoT node devices 
are organized in hierarchical groupings, this messaging design 
might be more useful. 

Topic management with MQTT is relatively simple at its 
core but allows for greater customization if desired. If a 
publisher sends a message for a topic that has no current 
subscribers, the broker will simply discard the information 
received unless the publisher has specified that the topic should 
be retained. For example, in the simplified diagram in Fig. 2, if 
the publisher sent out its first message for 
iotND/REQUEST/Reading/Created before there were any 
subscribers present, then this message would only ever be seen 
if the publisher had notified the broker that the message is to be 
retained. If subscribers to the topic iotND/REQUEST/ 
Reading/Created connect to the broker after this message 
had been sent by the publisher, and if the message is set to be 
retained, then each subscriber should receive this message upon 
subscribing to the topic. This feature can be used in a situation 
where subscribers need the most recent value for created 
readings without having to wait for the publisher to push a new 
value. 

Once the MQTT protocol envelops the IEC 61968-100 based 
messages, the IoT node device should be CIM-IEC 61850 
harmonized, i.e. fully understandable by the utility datacenter. 

 
Fig. 1. Harmonized IoT node device in the distribution system. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Publishing/subscribing message system over MQTT protocol. 
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C. Multi-tier Computational Model 

Indeed, MQTT is recognized as a most suitable protocol for 
IoT platforms with high reliability, secure multicast 
communications and persistent messages [14]. MQTT broker 
resides, typically, in the cloud. Although cloud computing 
addresses major needs of IoT systems, such as location 
awareness, mobility and geo-distribution, it fails in timely 
decision-making process as required by power industry. Only 
cloud computing is not enough to support ubiquitous systems 
because of hard time-delay restrictions, intermittent network 
connectivity and restricted communication bandwidth [15]. 

Multi-tier computing overcomes these issues by introducing 
an intermediate layer between cloud computing infrastructure 
and IoT node devices bridging application in the cloud and the 
edge. The multi-tier computation model in [16] deploys MQTT 
protocol into three layers, as detailed in Fig. 3. The layer one 
hosts the IoT node devices near the power grid, or energy 
process. They enable to run MQTT client instances. In the 
second layer, there are remote brokers that assist the main 
broker in the cloud computing. The layer three, thus, is the main 
MQTT broker.  

D. Harmonized IoT Node 
IEC 61850 and the CIM standards specify structures and 

mechanisms for accessing power utility data. The IEC 61850 
models are concentrated on the functions that can be seen and 
controlled, but not on how they work (what the algorithms are). 
The CIM standards also include a set of application neutral 
services, a set of XML messages (generic service payloads) that 
are used to exchange CIM data. Comparing the two, it can see 
a similar document structure [17]. These similarities support the 
use of a harmonized model that extends IEC 61970 CIM with 
new 61850 packages where technological profiles are the most 
important standard structure to implement an IoT node device. 

Typically, a CIM profile is a subset of the more general 
model. CIM objects, to be interchanged, must be available and 
have the same interpretation at both sides of the communication 
link. As CIM has plenty of optional features, both sides must 
have an agreement about the options to be used. Thus, an object 
containing the proposed class iotNodeDevice (see Fig. 4) 
could have all the attributes that appear in the class definition, 
while the other side object, none of them. Both objects comply 
with the definition of iotNodeDevice because the 
multiplicity of the attributes is zero or one, [0 or 1]. 

In Fig. 4, the IoT node device profile is built through the 
Enterprise Architect (EA®) software together with a 
harmonized model package, TC57CIM, using the unified model 
language (UML). The proposed IoT node device profile has 
classes from the IEC61850:: package such as LNClass, 
LNinst, LNode and LogicalDevice. The package 
Collections::, from IEC 61850 scope, has the class 
61850GroupTypeWithData that is associated with the class 
MeasurementValue of the Meas:: package from the IEC61970 

 
Fig. 3. Connection of IoT node devices into multi-tier computational 
model with IEC 61968-100 based messages. 

 
Fig. 4. Abstract modeling of the IoT node device in UML. 
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scope, for example. The StringMeasurementValue, 
AnalgueValue, BooleanValue and DisceteValue provide the 
abstract modeling of the functional points for monitoring and 
controlling the IoT Node device. In the harmonization scope, 
the IED:: and Communication:: packages provide classes 
comprising the models of the access points and communication 
interfaces to exchange information with the utility data center 
and/or other IoT Node devices. 

III. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
The IoT node device abstract model was evaluated in hardware-

in-the-loop test simulation environment [18] by sniffing the 
standardized messages. The employed single board computer 
(SBC) was the Raspiberry Pi 3® under Windows 10 IoT Core. In 
this way, the abstract model was implemented using the C-Sharp 
(C#) programming language.  

A. Hardware-In-The-Loop Test Setup 
In Fig. 5, the stand-alone merging unit emulator collects 

current and voltage measurements from the power distribution 
network simulator (EDSIM) as described in [19] and sends this 
information to the IoT node device using sample values (SV) 
standardized by IEC 61850-9-2, once the IoT node device is not 
connected to the real-world electricity grid. After processing 
these measurements, the IoT node device can act under the 
simulated distribution system by sending GOOSE commands, 
instead of its actuation to the circuit breaker as in real-world 
power grid. In addition to work described in [18], the operator 
can now act on the IoT node device using standardized 
messages through the communication server that supports IoT 
platform subscribers by hosting the MQTT broker. 

The communication server has two network adapters: one to 
private network connections including utility data center 
services, and another for the “public” network with IoT node 
devices near the electricity network energy exchange process. 
A firewall to safeguard the private network can then be hosted 
in the communication server, as well. 

From a real-world perspective, this test setup environment 
should assist the operator by providing the event and security 
management system that must enable viewing of events in 
geographical information system (GIS) applications. Although 
the web application and database server also receive IEC 
61968-100 messages, they are out the scope of the performed 

experiment where the functionalities of the IoT node device are 
checked as well as some standardized messages involved in an 
automatic FLISR procedure. 

B. CIM-IEC 61850 Harmonized Messages 
The evaluation of the message exchange through the MQTT 

protocol is done considering the automatic FLISR, i.e., the 
message sequence of the FLISR procedure for SCADA-detected 
outage and SCADA switching, as defined in [20]. This flow of 
information from FLISR considers a self-healing network, with the 
monitoring and control of the system provided by SCADA and 
automatic outage response directed by the fault management 
function of a DMS. The sequence diagram in Fig. 6 illustrates the 
message flow. Network control (NO-CTL), or SCADA, initiates 
this procedure when it detects an unexpected change in the state of 
a protection device and informs network operations (NO-NMON) 
of the unexpected event. Switching plans to isolate the fault and 
restore power are subsequently requested upon notification of the 
incident. NO-NMON must then direct NO-CLT to execute each 
step of the selected switching plan. The NO-CLT must inform the 
point of operation through standardized messages to an IoT Node 
device that performs control of switching equipment, such as a 
circuit breaker. 

To perform the switching operation, first, the NO-CLT sends a 
request message to the IoT node device asking the creation of the 
iotNodeDeviceControl in order to change a BooleanValue. 
Figure 7 presents the Wireshark® capture analysis in the request 
message of the NO-CLT service at the ADMS application. In Fig. 
9, the MQTT brokers are transparent but, as it is established in the 
multi-tier computational model in Fig. 3, every exchanged 
message out the network operation is sent to the ESB with the 
broker service. The broker receives the request message in the 
private network interface and, after 0.9 ms, sends it again to the 
public network to all IoT node devices subscribing to the topic. The 
request message has three parts: <Header>, <Request> and 
<Payload>. The last part informs the controlled point to be 
operated through the attribute pathName of the class 
BooleanValue. 

The request message arrives at IoT node device that checks the 
ID and, when it is confirmed, the Control Model is executed to 
operate the Boolean value. The IoT node device commands 

 
Fig. 6. Message flow for automatic FLISR with SCADA detection and 
switching. 

 
Fig. 6. Hardware-in-the-loop setup for validation experiments. 
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directly the circuit breaker in real-world but, in the simulation 
environment, the IoT node device uses the GOOSE message to 
report the new status in the EDSIM. 

The IoT node device sends a reply message to the NO-CLT 
service at the ADMS reporting the result of the 
iotNodeDeviceControl created in order to change a 
BooleanValue. Figure 8 displays the Wireshark® capture analysis 
in the reply message of the IoT node device. Before reaching the 
ADMS, the IoT node device message passes through the MQTT 
broker that sends this message to all subscribers of the topic 
ADMS/REPLY/Queue. Like the request message, the reply message 
is comprised by <Header>, <Reply> and <Payload>. In the header, 
the <CorrelationID> provides a mean to associate this arriving 
message with those one sent initially. The payload with <Result> 
OK indicates that the requested operation was successfully 
performed. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The following are the paper findings: 

• The IoT node device abstract model is designed as a 
CIM profile by using Enterprise Architect® software 
together with the harmonized model package; 

• The evaluation of the IoT node device abstract model 
uses a hardware-in-the-loop test simulation 
environment by sniffing the sequence of messages that 
are exchanged between the grid and utility data center 
using standardized messages of IEC 61968-100 
encapsulated by the MQTT protocol; 

• The implementation of the CIM-IEC 61850 
harmonized IoT node device facilitated by the MQTT 
protocol demonstrates the feasibility of decentralized 
distribution automation based on IoT devices. 
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Fig. 8. Wireshark captures analysis in publishing/subscribing message 
system with IEC 61968-100 standardized request message. 


